Color vision following intense green light exposure: data and a model.
Hue discrimination, spectral sensitivity, and mathematical models of both are presented for a rhesus monkey which was exposed to intense green light. One of the monkey's eyes was blue-blinded in a previous experimental procedure and the other was color normal. The results of green light exposure showed a loss of sensitivity on both measures, with greater loss in the blue-blinded eye. Although there was considerable loss of hue-discrimination in the blue-green spectral regions, hue-discrimination at the point of best discrimination, 590 nm, remained unaffected. This pattern of results poses difficulties for models of hue discrimination, and has resulted in the proposed model employing three opponent color channels. The number of free-parameters are minimized and the integration between spectral sensitivity and hue discrimination enhanced by deriving parameters used in modeling hue discrimination from spectral sensitivity or vice versa.